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FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK
Welcome to the fourth edition of Axis, our Southern Hemisphere
Winter edition for 2019.
Automation technology presents an enormous opportunity and lasting benefits for the manufacturing
sector and our national interests. In this edition we feature one of ASA’s innovative clients, Columbia
Australia, whose story clearly highlights how fast-paced adoption of advanced robotics to meet new
business opportunities is paramount to success in a rapidly evolving landscape.
We also take a look at the factors you should consider before investing in automating your paint line
and spotlight the FANUC P-50iB, a dynamic paint robot. We interview Victor Xu, as we recognize our most
important point of differentiation - our people.
We thank you again for your continued support and look forward to keeping you updated on the latest
advancements in automation, while servicing your needs, now and into the future.
Pat Green, Director

ROBOT IN FOCUS
FANUC P-50iB Paint Robot
The FANUC P-50iB is a compact
painting robot with a large work
envelope and small foot print.
It is designed specifically for small booth
applications such as EMI/RF shielding,
wheel painting, furniture coating, and the
processing of small hang-on components.
The P-50iB is flexible in so far as it can
be configured in floor, wall or angle
mounting applications, or left or right hand
configurations to maintain symmetry across
the booth. The high arm and wrist payload
supports both gun applicators and a variety
of rotary atomisers, with payloads of up to
15 kg on the short (700 mm) arm variant,
and 10 kg on the longer (900 mm) outer arm
variant.
The P50 is able to be configured with some
of the application hardware packaged inside
of the robot arm, allowing for rapid, accurate

and consistent application performance.
Transducers can also be built into the
explosion proof cavities of the robot for fast
process control. The unique arm design
allows for excellent near reach and stroke
length, as well as the capability to flip over for
a variety of work envelopes.
The aluminum lightweight arm fitted
to FANUC paint robots saves money by
lowering energy costs, requiring less power
to operate. Aluminum construction also
provides additional safety benefits since
there is no risk of ignition should a collision
occur. Likewise, its smooth exterior surface
helps minimize contamination and makes it
especially easy to clean.
Because cabling and services are routed
through the robot arm, FANUC’s patented
hollow wrist on the P-50iB and P-250iB/15
models completely eliminates both the risk
of cable catching and contamination from

Annual Robot Servicing
Has your Robot had its Annual Service? Call ASA to book.
Just like a car needs regular servicing, so does your robots.
Your robots work hard for your business, sometimes operating
24 hours a day for long periods, so annual servicing of your
robots will ensure your FANUC robots remain in optimal
condition. Greasing, battery replacements, checking for
excessive wear and measuring back lash ensure motion
repeatability, as well as continuing to provide you with a great
consistent outcome for your manufacturing processes. Annual
servicing helps maintain a high level of Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF), as well as potentially forecasting issues that
may be developing.

paint debris that may fall from exposed
hoses. The in-arm hose design allows for
tight maneuvering without worry of hoses,
while the narrow forearm allows for easy
manipulation around parts.

COLUMBIA AUSTRALIA
Columbia Australia epitomises the innovative, visionary and
entrepreneurial business and individuals driving the manufacturing
industry now and into the future. The company started in 1956 as a
tool room and now supplies to a diverse range of industries including
automotive, clean energy, electrical and consumer goods packaging.
Like the myriad other Australian-based automotive suppliers
impacted by the collapse of the motor vehicle industry in Australia,
the exit of Mitsubishi, Ford, Holden and Toyota from Australian had the
potential to adversely impact the viability of the company. Columbia’s
ability to transform rapidly however has secured its position and is a
hallmark of its continuing success.
A period of rapid growth demanded a responsive and innovative
approach to an evolving market and this has been achieved by
Managing Director Ryan Groom by investing in automation, new
digital technologies, and research and development.
Like many other manufacturers, there was a compelling argument
for Columbia Australia to change the way they did business in order
to compete globally. A willingness to consider and invest in flexible
automation has provided them with a competitive edge and through
an ongoing partnership with ASA, have adopted flexible robotic
solutions that are cost effective, productive, and robust.
In responding to and approaching new systems Ryan explains that
“ASA recognise the challenges we face and consistently deliver
solutions focused on increasing quality, throughput and robustness
in our everyday manufacturing.
The systems ASA present reduce machine idle time and increase
overall utilisation dramatically, deliver reduced labour targets, and
most of all, are reliable.”
The company’s focus on automation and R&D over the past five years
has led to new product development and process improvements, and
enabled Columbia Australia to compete at a global scale, including a
highly efficient process or machining fuel cell components, which are
exported to Europe.

“The systems ASA present...deliver
reduced labour targets, and most of all,
are reliable.”
For this application Columbia was looking for a highly creative
solution for a limited and confined space. The layout for the rail
system that ASA designed for 4 robots to service 9 machine tools was
integral to the success without compromising capacity in any way.
ASA was instrumental throughout the installation process, marking
out the site with Columbia staff and orchestrating the placement and
alignment of the machine tools, robot rail and cell guarding within
tight tolerance.
The flexibility of the system which includes the long reaching Fanuc
M710iC/20L rail robot and a stationary Fanuc M20iA robot to tend
the machines and two LR Mate 200iD robots for supplementary
process work, meant that during a very rapid growth period, Columbia
was able to respond and meet an increase in demand of 600% units
manufactured per day.
Recognised earlier this year at the 2019 Victorian Manufacturing
Hall of Fame Awards for its continued ability to adapt and evolve, this
accolade confirms Columbia Australia’s position as one of the nation’s
leading manufacturers of precision plastic injection moulded parts
and metal components.
As Columbia Australia looks to the future, Ryan is confident that
the responsive, agile and reliable approach that ASA brings to the
partnership will meet Columbia’s ever evolving needs.

MEET THE ASA TEAM

In this Edition of Axis, we feature an in-depth look
at Victor Xu, our newest member of the ASA team.
Victor is one of our Melbourne-based Engineers, having graduated in
2017 from RMIT University in Melbourne with a bachelor’s degree in
mechanical engineering with First Class Honors. Victor has worked
across several sites since joining ASA and is thriving in his postgraduate role. We stopped to ask Victor a few questions about his role
as an Automation Engineer at ASA.

What has been your favourite robot to work with?
Without a doubt, the FANUC LR-Mate series of robots, for their light
weight, flexibility and speed. It is unparalleled. Having said that, I
haven’t worked with one before, but I would love to work with a FANUC
M-2000 robot, purely for the strength and size. It has a payload up to
2300 kg and moves entire cars with ease.

Our work takes us all over the globe - what would
you describe as your favorite country to have
worked in?
Mexico for sure, specifically at GM Silao. The local food is amazing, and
different from what we experience here in Australia.

What’s been your biggest challenge to date?
The biggest hurdle I’ve had to overcome so far was a gripper design
for one of our customers, due to the physical constraints and sheer
size. The robot we selected for the task was an R2000iC-270F, which
as the name suggests has a 270 kg payload rating. The product
weight to pick is 180kg with a dimension of 3.6m x 1.8m, and the
lifting components (vacuum system) of the gripper comes in at
approximately 45kg, leaving only around 45 kg for the gripper frame/
attachments. Through careful geometry and material choices, I’ve
designed a gripper that will support the load safely and still be within
the design constraints.

What do you enjoy most about working at ASA?
Personally, it is the people, the work-life balance and the work ethics
in general. I’ve felt appreciated and happy at ASA ever since joining
the group. At a professional level, it’s the on-going challenges and
learning experiences afforded in this role. There’s never such a thing
as a dull moment where you’re working on the design and integration
of customized automation solutions for the end user, and I find
enjoyment every day through continued opportunities to develop,
while contributing something valuable to ASA and/or the client.

1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687) for 24 hours a day robot support
Did you know Automated Solutions Australia has a 24 hour a day robot support number
for our customers to call in the event of a breakdown?
The number is 1800 ROBOTS

AUTOMATEDSOLUTIONS.COM.AU

WHY AUTOMATE YOUR PAINT LINE?
Today’s paint finishing arena
is extremely competitive. While
the revenue received from
painting a part has dropped
considerably, the requirement
for meeting colour and film build
specifications has tightened
dramatically.
The world has become a far smaller
operating environment, and customer’s
demands have meant that manufacturers
cannot afford to waste any paint, whether
through rework or poor transfer efficiencies.
Companies are being driven to adopt new
technology through flexible automation,
or face extinction. Automation presents
opportunities for improvements in quality,
and particularly with part to part consistency
through improvements in quality and
consistency. In parallel, automation offers
opportunities for enhanced throughput,
as robots handle difficult, repetitive tasks
with ease, and often remove operators from
dangerous environments. By reducing waste
at the point source of origin, automation also
offers reduced paint consumption, and in
turn, reduced solvent usage and emissions.
Indirectly, the reduction in the number of
rejects and rework of parts also reduces
material usage and general overall waste.
Robotic painting solutions are slightly
different to regular robot applications,
in so far as the robot must meet specific
conditions for operating in a hazardous
environment. Paint automation has several
complicating parameters affecting the result,
such as fluid viscosity, booth humidity
and temperature that traditional robot
programmers may not typically compensate
for. Paint solutions can be fixed, or flexible
(robotic). Fixed solutions have substantial
limitations where a myriad of different
parts are processed down a common line.
In comparison to a robotised solution, fixed
guns need to use additional paint in order
to get the required surface coverage, and
quite often require manual reinforcement.
They also require more spray guns, which
in turn uses more compressed air, paint,
and has significantly higher maintenance
requirements.
Flexible automation provides a far more
adaptive solution, where any number of parts
can be processed through the same booth,

and an accurate gun-to-target distance
can be achieved. Using a gun or rotary
atomised, the paint can be distributed far
more evenly – the same technology used in
automotive finishing is now applied to the
small component industry. The nature of
the atomiser used is dependent on several
factors, but none more so than the ability to
electrostatically ground the parts and have a
conductive substrate. A gun, or air atomised
applicator, uses high pressure or highvolume air impinging on the fluid to create
atomised paint droplets. These droplets are
shaped by the fan air into an elliptical spray
pattern, which can be sprayed onto the part.
Depending on the amount of paint required
to be sprayed, the applicator can have one
or more heads to accommodate for high fluid
flows. The advantages of an air atomised gun
are that the high velocity paint particle can
be used to drive coating into recessed areas.
The downside of this is it can also cause a
considerable amount of overspray, which is
wasted paint.
In contrast, a bell, or rotary atomizer, uses
a mechanical shearing action to create the
paint droplets. The atomiser spins at between
20 and 70 krpm, and it is driven onto the
part using shaping air. As the shaping air is
increased, the pattern becomes smaller. The
downside of the rotary bell applicator is its
ability to get into recessed areas.

These two atomisers are important when
considering the transfer efficiency, and
hence the paint waste generated, when
comparing applications. Reducing waste
at the point source of origin is the most
important tool in reducing paint usage. A
typical manual air-assisted application
has a transfer efficiency of around 25%,
depending on the shape and surface of the
part. That is, for every litre of paint needed
to get onto the part, four litres of paint are
required. In the process, a huge amount of
waste is generated – in this case, 3 litres.
In comparison, a high volume low pressure
spray gun can spray anywhere from 20 to
45%, again depending on the nature and
shape of the part being sprayed. This would
represent slightly over 2 litres of paint
required to get 1 litre onto the part. Moving
up, advances in rotary atomiser technology
have resulted in electrostatic applicators
achieving transfer efficiencies upwards of
90%. That means that for every litre of paint
that needed on a given part, only need 1.1
litres of paint are required. That 100 mL of
paint wasted, versus the 3 litres lost during a
regular hand air atomised spray, represents
a huge impact on emissions generated
(volatile organic compounds), the frequency
of cleaning required from overspray, and of
course the cost of the material itself.

“Advances in rotary atomiser technology
have resulted in electrostatic applicators
achieving transfer efficiencies
upwards of 90% .”

In recent times, ASA has been involved in
some case studies, where customers have
migrated from an automated HVLP gun
application, to a rotary atomiser solution. The
customer’s project was driven by the fact
that their surface area had increased, and
they weren’t able to get enough film build in
these areas, so they looked to electrostatic
rotary atomisers. Using advancements in
technology, these rotary atomised delivered
the required film build, AND a 55% saving in
paint usage per part. So, not only was the
customer getting more paint onto the part
and meeting their requirements, they saved
an enormous amount of paint per part.
These savings aren’t always typical –
sometimes they can be as low as 30%,
depending on the complexity of the shape
and the grounding of the part. However, the
flow on effects from getting more paint onto
the parts that its required on, and not onto
the grates or into the atmosphere are. Typical
yields from these systems are also very high
– upwards of 85%, subject to the material,

booth and oven metrics being held constant.
Though a vehicle’s exterior finish represents
less than 10% of its cost, it is responsible for
approximately 80 to 100% of the total volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) emitted in the
automotive production process (70 to 80%
are from the spray booth, while another 10
to 20% are emitted through the drying oven).
Waste reduction isn’t just limited to the
reduced paint usage, and VOC’s going out of
the stack – it is also directly proportional to
scrap rates due to quality improvements. Set
correctly, a robot can be your best painter, on
their best day, all day, every day, if all else is
held equal.
Another factor to consider in the adoption of
automation into a paint line is the materials
being dispensed onto the substrate.
The nature of a solvent or paint can be
determined from its Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS) – this will identify whether the
product has a serious effect on the human
respiratory system. Although operators

can wear respirators, and take breaks, the
best way to avoid a problem is to eliminate
it, by removing operators from these
potentially dangerous environments. Flexible
automation is the simplest and easiest way
to avoid manual pick up for these parts.
Automating your paint line can be driven
by many factors – quality and consistency,
throughput improvements, reduction of
waste and scrap, and eliminating manual
operation in potentially hazardous
environments. Flexible automation, in the
form of robotics, is the adaptive solution for
these situations, and can be modified for
gun or rotary bell atomisers, depending on
the nature of the products being sprayed,
and whether they can be grounded for
electrostatic charge. The overall return
on investment must be considered when
weighing up these factors to understand the
true benefit of automating your paint line,
and whether your company will innovate, or
evaporate.

“Though a vehicle’s exterior finish represents less than 10% of its cost, it
is responsible for approximately 80 to 100% of the total volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) emitted in the automotive production process .”

1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687)
for 24 hours a day robot support
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